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Introduction

Chimneying up Mount Smuts, Kananaskis Country, Canada.

In the early 21st century, essentially all of North Amer-
ica has been thoroughly explored, mapped, and docu-
mented. Detailed mountaineering guidebooks and web
pages exist for the more accessible mountain ranges, and
even for many of those usually reached by helicopter.
This profusion of information can overwhelm an aspiring
scrambler, who is faced with more routes than he could
climb in a hundred lifetimes. They can range from thrilling
to tedious, magnificent to forgettable, impossible to triv-
ial, and he must dig through the pile and guess which are
which.

A typical response is to follow a regional list based on
some arbitrary criterion: in Colorado, the 54 (or 55, or 58)

peaks above 14,000 feet; in California, the 248 peaks of
the Sierra Peaks Section list; in Washington, the hundred
highest peaks in the Cascades; in Canada, the 54 peaks
above 11,000 feet. While these lists can be a starting point,
they often include many forgettable routes and peaks.

A better option is to find a guidebook or list of hand-
picked routes tailored to one’s abilities or interests, such
as Alan Kane’s Scrambles in the Canadian Rockies or Peter
Croft’s The Good, the Great, and the Awesome. However, most
of these guides cover only a single region.

The best-known such guide covering all of North
America is probably John Roper and Allen Steck’s Fifty
Classic Climbs of North America, published in 1979. To
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Traversing a knife-edge between Mount Randy Morgenson and
Mount Russell, Sierra Nevada.

come up with their list, Roper and Steck surveyed emi-
nent friends and acquaintances in the climbing commu-
nity, then chose fifty routes upon which to bestow the
subjective title of “classic.” In choosing their list, they con-
sidered climbing quality, aesthetic value, and historical sig-
nificance, roughly in that order. Roper and Steck made no
claim to having chosen the “best,” or even “most classic”
routes. Since the list’s publication, some of the routes have
become overcrowded, while others have fallen out of fa-
vor, and one, Shiprock, cannot even be legally climbed.As
of the mid-2010s, some people had completed thirty- or
forty-some of Roper and Steck’s classics, but no one had
yet finished the list. There are two main reasons for this.
First, the list demands great proficiency in a wide vari-
ety of skills, from hard free and aid climbing to high alti-
tude mountaineering. Second, the routes are spread from
Alaska to New Mexico, and many can only be reached by
costly expeditions involving chartered helicopters or float
planes.

Faced with these options, none focused on the kind of
mountaineering I most enjoy, I decided to write a guide

for people like me. I am reasonably fit, experienced on a
variety of terrain, and have the time to travel by car around
the western United States and Canada. However, I do not
have the skills to climb serious technical terrain, the pa-
tience for aid climbing, or the money for chartered flights
and expeditions. Even if I did, I suspect I would not enjoy
those activities, whether I was waiting out a storm in a tent
on a glacier, or trying to sleep on a portaledge partway up
a big wall and defecating in a tube.

I prefer “scrambling,” loosely defined as moving effi-
ciently and usually alone over varied, moderate terrain with
minimal gear, and returning to the trailhead in a single
push. Over the years, I have been fortunate to pursue this
passion throughout much of the western United States
and southwestern Canada. Out of hundreds of peaks and
routes, a handful have struck me as exceptional.

When I began planning this book, I hoped to arrive at
a list of fifty “classics.” However, I had read of but not
climbed some routes that would likely qualify, so for now
I have settled on this shorter list of forty. To qualify as
classic, a route should:

1. ascend a striking, dramatic peak or line;
2. be a good exemplar of its region, or have historical

significance;
3. involve interesting, engaging climbing, preferably on

good rock.

The stars in each route’s “at a glance” box reflect these
criteria as “(1 and 2) / 3,” where each can have from one
to three stars. For example, Solar Slab (p. 14) is rated
Ħ/ĦĦĦ. The first Ħ means that Rainbow Peak is not
a striking mountain, the route does not follow a promi-
nent feature, and it does not have an interesting history.
The second ĦĦĦmeans that the climbing is excellent for
the grade. In contrast, Mount Assiniboine’s north ridge
(p. 139) is rated ĦĦĦ/Ħ, because while it is one of Rock-
ies’ most iconic peaks, the rock is poor and the climbing
not particularly interesting.

As a scrambler rather than a climber, I have weighed the
first two and third criteria about equally: I am willing to
both put up with subpar rock for a superb peak likeMount
Assiniboine, and climb a non-peak that has fun movement
like Solar Slab. While I am fascinated by climbing history,
for this book I have placedmuch less weight on this factor.
Still, I have put in some peaks to represent often-ignored
regions, and have included some routes for historical rea-
sons.

What counts as a “scramble” depends upon the individ-
ual: one person’s easy solo is another’s desperate, roped
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Climbing Bear Claw Spire’s summit block, Sierra Nevada.

struggle; one’s daylight run is another’s multi-day back-
pack. Here, a scramble typically involves class 3 to 5.5
rock, though I have included a few exceptional routes up
to 5.7. In the snowier ranges, scrambling may also include
steep snow, moderate ice (about AI2), and easy glacier
travel. It is up to the reader to exercise judgment and cau-
tion in deciding which routes to attempt, and whether to
bring a rope or other gear.

The list of course reflects my personal biases and pref-
erences; it also reflects my different levels of familiarity
with different areas. This is most obvious in the paucity
of Canadian routes; I have not spent enough time there to
unearth obscure gems. This is also partly to blame for the
slight over-representation of California’s Sierra Nevada,
where I have spent more time than in any other range.
However, this bias can also be partly explained by the fact
that the Sierra are well-suited to scrambling, with good

rock, easy approaches, long ridges, and stable weather.

How to use this guide

This guide is primarily meant to introduce a climber ex-
perienced in one region to the opportunities available in
others.For example, someone familiar with the Colorado
Rockies visiting the Sierra Nevada may be overwhelmed
by the Sierra Peak Section’s list of 248 peaks, or see only a
small part of the range while climbing the 15 fourteeners.
This book describes, as an entry point, a few of the best
scrambles in six regions across the western United States
and Canada (p. x): the Western Desert, Colorado Rock-
ies, Sierra Nevada, Tetons and Wind River Range, North
Cascades, and Selkirks and Canadian Rockies.

The routes are ordered south to north within each area
or range, with the regions themselves also ordered roughly
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south to north. For each region I outline some practical
aspects of climbing there, suggest some further scrambles,
and point to more detailed local guides. For each route, I
present a brief history of climbing activity on the peak and
route, including, where possible, excerpts of the original
climbers’ accounts. I also includemy first-hand account of
climbing the route, which may be useful in route-finding,
but is intended more to convey the route’s character.

Though I do not recommend it, this book can be used
as a tick list. Climbing all of the listed peaks will provide
an excellent overview of scrambling opportunities in the
MountainWest. However, I believe it will be most reward-
ing to spend more time in each region, starting with the
climbs in this book and exploring outward from there.

Skills and Safety

Scrambling is, of course, a dangerous activity, and a small
mistake can easily lead to serious injury or unpleasant
death. The scrambler must constantly and accurately as-
sess the risk of his situation, and either accept or avoid it.
The easiest way to avoid risk is not to start a route about
which one does not feel confident. Alternatively, one can
climb the route as a member of a roped team placing tra-
ditional protection. The hardest way to avoid risk is to
retreat: while the first law of solo climbing is “don’t make
a move you can’t reverse,” this rule is often difficult to
follow in the moment.

The routes in this guide, from southern Arizona to the
Canadian Rockies, present a wide variety of hazards, and
someone familiar with the dangers of one region may not
be prepared to assess those of another. For example, those
familiar with the Sierra Nevada’s stable summer weather
may be unpleasantly surprised by the Colorado Rockies’
regular and violent afternoon thunderstorms. When start-
ing to explore a new range, it is wise to be cautious at first,
gaining experience on easier routes to calibrate one’s as-
sessment of risk.

One factor likely to cause problems for many Amer-
ican readers is permanent snow and glaciers. While the
Colorado Rockies and California’s Sierra Nevada hold
substantial spring snowpack, it is possible for a summer
scrambler familiar with either range to have spent very lit-
tle time on snow. Those from the Cascades or western
Canada have an advantage here, as they are forced to learn
snow travel skills even if they only climb in the summer.

I have written this guide from the perspective of some-
one with experience scrambling a wide variety of terrain.

However, I have also tried to keep in mind a novice ver-
sion of myself, who had some experience in the Sierra and
in Colorado, eager to broaden his horizons. I have person-
ally done all of the routes solo and car-to-car in a day, and
write from that perspective. Some readers may be able to
do likewise, but most will probably be able to do only a
subset of the routes this way, due to either approach dis-
tance or technical difficulty. The best advice I can give is
to proceed incrementally, and not be ashamed to retreat.
The mountains will still be there next year.
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Regions

I
II

III

IV

V

VI

I.     Western Desert
II.    Colorado Rockies
III.   Sierra Nevada
IV.   Tetons and Wind Rivers
V.     North Cascades
VI.   Selkirks and Canadian Rockies



Region I
The Western Desert



TheNorth AmericanDesert extends from central Mex-
ico to the Canadian border. In the United States, it is
roughly bounded on the east by the RockyMountains, and
on the west by the Sierra Nevada and Cascade Ranges.
The region contains a dozen ecoregions, all receiving less
than 10 inches of rain per year, with widely varied flora and
fauna, from the giant saguaro cactuses of Arizona’s Sono-
ran desert, to the sagebrush valleys and alpine islands of
the northern Nevada Basin and Range region.

Lying far from the moderating influence of the Pacific
Ocean, the entire region is subject to extreme tempera-
tures, with sub-zero winter lows in the north, and summer
highs well over 100 degrees in the south. The best climb-
ing season ranges from mid-winter in southern Arizona,
to October and November in southern Utah and Nevada,
to summer in northern Nevada. Water sources are gener-
ally scarce, especially in the southern regions.

Within this vast region aremany isolatedmountains and
small ranges. Most of them are gentle and easy to climb,
but there are pockets of interesting scrambling scattered
throughout the region. However, reaching them can in-
volve hours of driving, sometimes on rough dirt roads far
from civilization. Approaches on foot are usually short,
but can require savage warfare with cactuses, yuccas, and
all manner of woody, spiny brush. The rock is highly
variable, from dubious volcanic formations in the Super-
stitions, to the sandstone of southern Utah and Nevada,
to the exposed metamorphic rock of northern Nevada’s
Ruby Range. With the exception of Zion and Red Rocks,
the scrambles and climbs in this region are isolated, and
there is little information about early mountaineering ac-
tivity.

The Superstitions (Weavers Needle)

The nearby sprawl of Phoenix and its suburbs has every-
thing one would expect in a large desert city. There is
plenty of dispersed camping along the road to the Peralta
trailhead. Greg Opland’s Phoenix Rock II is a good guide
to technical climbing in the Superstitions and the Phoenix
area more generally. Jack Carlson’s and Elizabeth Stew-
art’s Hikers Guide to the Superstition Wilderness covers hikes
and some of the area’s fascinating non-scrambling history.

The Sandias

Mike Hill’s out-of-print Hikers and Climbers Guide to the
Sandias is the classic source of information on the area’s
trails, approaches, and climbs. For climbers seeking
more up-to-date information, Mick Schein’s Sandia Rock
is a valuable resource, as are websites such as http://
mountainproject.com.

Camping on the west side of the Sandias is limited, but
possible if done discreetly. Note that while the Piedra Lisa
trailhead is free, you must pay a fee to park at nearby La
Luz and some of the other western Sandia trailheads. The
city of Albuquerque has all of the usual amenities, as well
as excellent, cheap New Mexican food. Stop by El Mod-
elo to order a burrito or a container of carne adovada to go.
While you wait, you can watch workers in the tamale fac-
tory in back assemble thousands of tamales from trashcan-
sized vats of masa.

Red Rocks National Conservation Area
(Solar Slab)

For technical climbers, the definitive guide to Red Rocks
is Jerry Handren’s Red Rocks: a Climber’s Guide. Scramblers
will find much inspiration on H. W. Stockman’s website,
http://hwstock.org, and in Courtney Purcell’s Rambles
and Scrambles: A Peakbagging Guide to the Desert Southwest.

All of the amenities are conveniently available in nearby
Las Vegas, including showers at the Red Rock Climbing
Center, a rock gym near the park. While dispersed camp-
ing has been prohibited in the past within Red Rocks Na-
tional Conservation Area, as of 2018 it seems to be toler-
ated. If this changes, there are plenty of opportunities west
of the park, and limited, inexpensive, developed camping
near the east entrance.

The Rubies (Snow Lake Peak)

Like most of Nevada, the Ruby Mountains are in the mid-
dle of nowhere. There are developed campgrounds in
Lamoille Canyon, and ample dispersed camping in the sur-
rounding National Forest. The town of Spring Creek is
the closest place for basic supplies, though you may have
to travel to Elko for anything beyond basic food.
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Further scrambles

Eagle (3) This is a small peak between Death Valley
and Pahrump, across the occasionally-flowing Ama-
ragosa River. Its uniquely sharp and sticky rock
makes it a fun way to break up the drive between
the Sierra and Las Vegas.

Moapa Peak (3) This is a prominent peak north of I-15
and east of Las Vegas. Though the route is mostly
straightforward, the final summit ridge is an impres-
sively exposed third class fin.

Mount Kinesava (3) This is the imposing feature on the
left when driving into Zion from the west. The first
part of the approach, a trail leading out of a residen-
tial area, can be tricky to follow, but the climb in-
cludes some enjoyable class 3 slabs.

Bridge Mountain (3) Bridge Mountain is named for a
natural bridge that one crosses on the way to the
summit. Bridge is mostly a hike, with interesting
scenery along the way, and a bit of fun scrambling
near the end.

North Guardian Angel (4) The Guardian Angels are
two large sandstone domes on the west side of Zion
National Park. This one is the easier of the two to
reach, and a slightly more interesting, slabby scram-
ble with a couple of short, steeper class 4 steps near
the top.

Tabernacle Dome (4) This small formation is visible
west of the road leading to the trailhead for the
Guardian Angels. Though shorter than the Angels,
its slabs are slightly more intimidating.

Mount Wilson (Cleaver Crack, 4) This is an improba-
ble route on the north side of Mount Wilson, the
high-point of the Red Rocks escarpment. The most
challenging aspect may be route-finding, though like
many Red Rocks scrambles, there are enough cairns
to follow if one looks carefully. To descend, either
downclimb the route or head southwest into First
Creek, following cairns through the “Hidden Bowl.”
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1 Baboquivari Peak (Forbes route)

Baboquivari from the eastern approach.

At a glance ĦĦĦ / Ħ
Elevation and gain 7730 (3700)
Grade 5.2
Coordinates 31.77110°, -111.595°
Nearest town Tucson, AZ
Season November through March

The Chihuahuan Desert of southern Arizona is a desolate
place populated mainly by creosote, spiny mesquite, and
prickly pear cactus. Summers can be brutally hot, with
daytime highs over 100 degrees, yet it can also drop below
freezing on winter nights. The area between Tucson and
the Mexican border contains a number of small moun-
tain ranges oriented north to south, rising 4000–5000 feet
from the desert floor. Higher on their slopes, the desert
flora give way to piñon and juniper trees, nourished by
occasional winter snow and summer thunderstorms.

Baboquivari stands out in this landscape, a solitary butte

rising from the desert southwest of Tucson. It is one of
a handful of desert peaks that are technical even by their
easiest routes, and one of the better ones at that. It is sa-
cred to the local Tohono O’odham people, the home of
their creator, I’itoi. It was first climbed in the late 1800s,
and once featured a fire lookout on its summit, which has
since collapsed and burned. It is most often approached
from the west via the Tohono O’odham Reservation, but
can also be approached from the east via the Baboquiv-
ari Ranch. In addition to the moderate scramble route
described here, Baboquivari offers a number of more dif-
ficult technical climbs.
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Lesser crags north of Baboquivari.

History

While Baboquivari was undoubtedly first climbed by early
Native Americans, possibly thousands of years ago, no
trace remains of any ascents. In the past, Tohono
O’odham men climbed to the summit of Baboquivari in
search of visions.

The first recorded ascent of Baboquivari was by Pro-
fessor R. H. Forbes of the University of Arizona and Jesus
Montoya in July 1898. This was Forbes’ fourth attempt at
the peak, his first taking place in 1894. Forbes and Mon-
toya did not “play fair” by modern standards, using a grap-
pling hook to overcome the crux section. Nor did they
abide by “leave no trace” ethics, building a huge bonfire
on top to signal their success to friends below, possibly as
far away as Tucson. Continuing the unfairness, later par-
ties installed a ladder on the crux pitch, which has since all
but disappeared. Forbes remained obsessed with Babo-
quivari for the rest of his life, climbing the peak for a sixth
and final time on his 82nd birthday in 1949.

Climbing Baboquivari

After loading up the van near Miller Peak, my friend Mike
took off to ride a section of the Arizona Trail, while I drove
up through Tucson and around to the east side of the
Baboquivari Range. Though my itinerary was all within
the United States, I was stopped at a Border Patrol check-
point on the way north, and passed another on the way
back south. The agents were efficient and slightly bored
rather than aggressive, peering into the back of the van for
a few seconds before waving me on, but I would quickly
become exasperated if I frequently traveled south of In-
terstate 10.

I found the Thomas Canyon road without too much
trouble and, after passing through the gate, continued
happily on well-graded dirt. I knew this approach required
a high-clearance vehicle, so every mile I drove was two
fewer miles I had to jog. The road turned van-proof just
before a water tank 2.1 miles from the highway, leaving a
bit under five miles of road to jog to reach the trailhead
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Baboquivari Ranch house.

– not bad. After a false start in which I forgot my rock
shoes, I was on my way bright and early at 10:10 AM.

Based on my memory of some directions I found on-
line, I turned right at a fork five to ten minutes’ jog from
the car, following two hunters in a pickup who I assumed
knew where they were going. This turned out to be a
mistake – the correct route continues left past a couple
of forks, before finally turning right/north up Thomas
Canyon at a four-way intersection farther west. After jog-
ging past the hunters, I found that my road dead-ended at
an old fence, and knew I was off-route.

Rather than retrace my steps to try another road, I con-
tinued up-canyon, following decent cow-paths through
cactus, ocotillo, and mesquite up the valley to the north.
Though I knew I was not on-route, the bush-whacking
was manageable, so I continued to the head of the wash,
passing occasional debris left by migrants, then started
scrambling toward the ridge to the north.

Fortunately I looked back only a short way up the ridge,

and noticed a road perhaps a mile to the west. Retrac-
ing my steps and following more cow-paths, I reached the
well-traveled road I should have taken, and hike-jogged
past the abandoned Clemente Windmill to the ranch gate,
arriving around 11:20. My false start and scenic brush tour
had only cost 20 or 30minutes, so I was still in good shape.

The Baboquivari Ranch house was in good shape,
though apparently unoccupied at the moment, with signs
directing hikers around to the east. After wandering
around north of the house a bit, I picked up the faint trail
as it passes right of the corral, then follows the wash north
to the saddle east of the peak. Just past the corral, I met the
apparent owner of the car occupying the one parking spot
at the gate, an older man with a pair of garden clippers.
My pleasure at seeing someone clipping the spiny brush
away from the trail was short-lived, as the man seemed to
have given up only a few hundred yards past where I met
him. While the rest of the trail was usable, it was too spiny
to run on the descent.

Continuing up-canyon, I followed cairns along the
sometimes-faint trail as it crossed and re-crossed the
streambed. As the wash steepens, the trail switchbacks up
the grassy east side, traverses into a slabby gully, climbs the
gully, then traverses again to the saddle. It is worth taking
extra time not to lose the trail here, as the terrain is steep
and covered in savage brush. The trail eventually crosses
a saddle with a fire ring, where the spectacular cliffs to the
north come suddenly into view, then continues up Babo-
quivari’s north side.

In retrospect, the southeast ridge route I had intended
to climb is obvious from the approach, crossing the
brushy Lion’s Ledge from the saddle right of the peak to
a point partway up the left-hand skyline. However, my in-
ternal compass was off, so I thought the southeast ridge
route must somehow go up the imposingly steep ridge
above the saddle. I continued along the trail past the sad-
dle, then ascended a burned ravine to regain the (north-
east?) ridge above the brush. After some fun class 3–
4 scrambling, I was confronted by vertical walls with no
apparent 5.6 route. Traversing around left on outward-
sloping ledges turned up nothing I wanted to climb, so
I returned to the top of the burnt ravine and continued
up and counterclockwise to hopefully rejoin the standard
route.

Scrambling up a slot to a chockstone, I climbed fun,
pocketed class 4–5 rock to its right, where I found a solid
three-bolt anchor indicating I was some version of “on-
route.” From this point, the route apparently goes up and
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Remains of the Forbes ladder.

right, then climbs a broad, slabby face to a two-bolt anchor
with some bright webbing. It then traverses right and de-
scends slightly to the base of the “ladder pitch,” where a
number of rods and large metal brackets are all that remain
of the old ladder. This crux pitch is probably about 5.2;
while I did not need my rock shoes, I found the climbing
somewhat tricky in my aggressively-lugged running shoes,
which edge and smear terribly.

Above the ladder, the route continues right through a
notch, then down between some bushes and a cliff face,
before scrambling left up a ravine to the sloping summit
plateau. A recent fire, which apparently engulfed the en-
tire upper mountain, had eliminated much of the brush,
making the route easier than before. I topped out around
four hours from the car, probably about an hour slower
than if I had stayed on-route the whole time. The sum-
mit featured the bolts and brackets from the old lookout,
a large cairn, and various offerings to I’itoi.

After relaxing on top for a few minutes, I retraced
my route. Downclimbing the ladder pitch was somewhat

tricky in running shoes, and I lost the faint trail once be-
low the saddle, but the return was mostly uneventful, and
I reached the van well before dark and with a mouthful
of water to spare. Despite the wrong turns, this is one of
the better desert outings I have done, and I would gladly
return for the southeast ridge if I again find myself in the
area.
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